The Robo Walker

By Derek Lee Chapman
One day in a park there was a group of red Robowalkers where playing a game called Robots and then a white Robowalker came by and said “Can I play with you?” The winner of robots said “No” the white Robowalker said “Why?” The red Robowalker said “Because you are white that is why.”
"LOL! It does not matter what you want to do, you are right!" says the winner of robots.
Then one day the winner of Robots got so mad he sent his friends to take all of the racks out of the night Robowalkers!

Then one of the Red Robowalkers went over a wobbly bridge. The bridge broke when the Robowalker went across. The winner went and did not see the broken bridge and fell.
Flen just in time a white robo walker came and shot out his hand and grabbed the winner. And the winner saw why did you reek? Not because it does not matter what color it matters about your spirit heart and you and yourself.

Red robo walker: a lesson.
Then the winner told his friends it did not matter call, it matters about theSirki-thart and you self.

the end!